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Comments: I am writing to you today to tell you I strongly object to the Forest Service playing this "game" of

altering what they originally agreed to do with respects to ANILCA cabins in the Alaskan wilderness. The Forest

Service originally agreed to allow the cabins to "die off" and people that were originally allowed to use

ILLEGALLY BUILT cabins in the first place, but now you are saying "gosh, golly wow, maybe like no one will

notice that we will let the ANILCA cabins continue". Well, some of us DID notice this shift in what you are

proposing to do and I am writing to say I DO NOT AGREE with this! Look, what part of WILDERNESS do you not

understand???? I spent many weekends hiking in the Gila Wilderness of New Mexico and loved that in that

region I am enjoying nature at it's most primitive; I am visiting land saved from human development.  I worry that

if you continue to allow these cabins to exist that soon the lawyers of the filthy rich will march in and claim that

"precedent" was set and if those ANILCA cabins were given a reprieve, then why can't Mr. filthy rich have his

own private hunting cabin and he'll toss $$ your way so you bend the rules in his favor? Wow, you need to realize

that this land belongs to the American public and I am making my voice clear today to tell you I do not want this

"foot in the door" development to continue!! Get back to your original charter and PROTECT the Wilderness and

for goodness sake stop making these bad decisions!! The American public is watching! Don't sell us short. We

follow what is going on. Do not allow the ANILCA cabins to prevail!!!! 


